Benefits for CaseTrust Accredited Businesses

 Greater exposure through CaseTrust’s publicity efforts for its accredited businesses:

Listed on CaseTrust website - www.casetrust.org.sg



Coverage through advertising and publicity campaigns by CASE.


Eg. Television Advertisement on Channel 8 (20-29 Jan, 17-26 Feb 2014) and
Channel 5 (3-12 Feb 2014)



CASE quarterly magazine "The Consumer" with a circulation of over 4,000 readers and
organizations which include unions, libraries, schools, CASE members and the media.



Ride onto CASE related articles on newspapers and television programmes.



CaseTrust accredited businesses are provided with basic free listing on ST701.sg website.



Joint Advertising Campaigns.


Eg. For 2 weeks in June 2013, a radio open-talk series promoting the benefit of
CaseTrust – SVTA accredited motoring businesses was featured on several
MediaCorp radio stations.

 Gain immediate recognition by consumers as a business they can trust.
 Be prepared for Consumer Protection (Fair Trading) Act, lemon law; thereby having a
competitive edge over non-accredited businesses.
 Be empowered through educational seminars organised by CASE.
 Availability of CASE mediation Facility to resolve disputes at no cost.
 Stay updated on relevant news related to your business via CaseTrust weekly newsletter.
 Join well-known businesses who have attained the CaseTrust accreditation like Brother
International Singapore Pte Ltd, Courts (Singapore) Pte Ltd and OSIM International Ltd.

Additional Benefits for
Webfront Accredited Businesses

 Display of TrustSg seal by IDA on your website, which is a national Trustmark. CASE is an
appointed Authorised Code Owner (ACO).
 National endorsement as a reliable website to carry out E-transactions

Testimonies at 10th Anniversary of
CaseTrust Accreditation Scheme

"CaseTrust is an important pillar of consumer protection. Companies with CaseTrust
signal clearly their commitment to quality and customers' satisfaction. I foresee such
companies setting new standards for professionalism and competitiveness in their
respective industries, and have the potential to become the most profitable companies.
Over the past 10 years, CASE has worked closely with many industry associations to
develop CaseTrust. Their partnership approach is highly commendable. My heartiest
congratulations to CaseTrust on its 10th Anniversary. "
- Mr Lee Yi Shyan, Minister of State for Trade and Industry

"The National Trust Council offers our heartiest congratulations to CASE on the
celebration of their 10th Anniversary. We look forward to even greater collaboration with
CASE as we continue to strengthen confidence amongst businesses and consumers to
spur the growth of e-commerce in Singapore."
- Infocomm & Development Authority

"The National Trust Council offers our heartiest congratulations to CASE on the
celebration of
"Over the past 10 years, CaseTrust has established itself as Singapore's accreditation
scheme for fair trading, providing benefits for businesses and consumers alike.
We look forward to CaseTrust bringing consumer protection to new heights.
Congratulations on your 10th anniversary!"
- Mrs Kee Ai Nah, Director of Lifestyle, SPRING Singapore

“As the champion of consumer rights, CASE's dedication to educating both consumers
and businesses about fair trading practices has resulted in a more level playing field in
Singapore. CaseTrust has also been a boost to consumers' confidence in Singapore as a
destination. The Singapore Tourism Board supports CASE in its efforts to inform,
educate, and protect all consumers, be they locals or visitors, and will continue to work
with CASE to facilitate a fairer trading environment.”
- Mr Tony Lai, Assistant Chief Executive, Sector Planning and Development,
Singapore Tourism Board

“Congratulations to CaseTrust on your 10th Anniversary!
NATAS is proud to be your partner and we look forward to many more years of strategic
alliances.”
- Mr. Robert Khoo, Chief Executive Officer, National Association of Travel Agents
Singapore (NATAS)

“Reaching a decade is no easy feat. Congratulations for achieving this milestone.”
- Spa Association Singapore (SAS)

“On behalf of Singapore Jewellers Association, I wish to congratulate CaseTrust for
marking its 10th Anniversary this April.
This accreditation scheme has set a benchmark for businesses to move towards greater
excellence in their products and services. It has also proven to be a scheme which
provides assurance to the consumers who shop in a CaseTrust Shop; and promote fair
trading.
I, hereby wish CaseTrust every success.”
- Mr Ho Nai Chuen, President, Singapore Jewellers Association

“Congratulations on the 10th Anniversary of CaseTrust! Singapore consumers have
benefited tremendously over the years from CaseTrust's programmes and various
initiatives designed to drive the “delight factor".
The Council and members of the Spa and Wellness Association (Singapore) applaud
CaseTrust’s invaluable contribution towards the growth of the industry and wish you
continued success!”
- Dr Theresa Chew, President - Spa & Wellness Association (Spore) – SWAS

“Our heartiest congratulations to CaseTrust on its 10th Anniversary Celebration!
Singapore Vehicle Traders Association (SVTA) is proud to be a strategic partner with
CaseTrust in the process of implementing the CaseTrust-SVTA Accreditation scheme for
the motoring businesses. This Scheme will provide a platform for fair business practices
for the mutual benefit of both consumers and motor dealers to help elevate the industry
standard to a level of excellence.”
- Mr Neo Nam Heng, President, Singapore Vehicle Traders Association

